Ethnography Workshop
Winter 2022

The Workshop meets on Tuesday from 5-6:30 pm in Parkes Hall, Room 222 (1870 Sheridan Road, Evanston) and/or on Zoom.

January 11 [virtual only]
**Reuben May**
Florian Znaniecki Professorial Scholar & Professor of Sociology, University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign
The Death of Calvin Cody

January 25 [virtual only]
**Angel Garcia**
Migrations Postdoctoral Fellow, Cornell University
Caravans, Microchips, Organ Trafficking, And Donald Trump: Circulation, Use, And Limitations of Rumors Among Central American Youth During the Migrant Journeys

February 8
**Eva Rosen**
Associate Prof. of Sociology, Georgetown University
The Stigma of a Voucher: Not in My Front Yard (joint session with Urban Workshop)

February 22
**Allison Pugh**
Professor of Sociology, University of Virginia
Resonance and Reflexivity in Ethnography: On Ambivalence and Contradiction in an Era of Transparency

March 1
**Sino Esthappan**
PhD Student, Northwestern University
A PTA for dog owners: Leading "teams" in a gentrifying neighborhood dog park